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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

During his internship, the writer was required to have command in English 

skill both written and spoken. English proficiency is highly needed in Department

of culture and tourism, since it is very useful to promote tourism object. Before 

the internship program started, he had no idea about culture and tourism in 

Nganjuk. In this internship program, he had learnt more about culture and 

tourism. For example, when he received the task to translate about epigraph, he 

must learn the structure and grammar carefully before he translated in to English 

because the language is from local language and the target of the reader is for 

international visitors. In other duties he has doing some business letter and gained

some experiences to making business letter.

After doing his internship, the writer got several experiences such as time 

management, computer operating, speak to public, making business letter, etc. He 

also learnt about the activities in government institution such as how to work 

together as a team and how to make good relations with other people.

DISPARPORABUD of Nganjuk had done the best work, because challenge in 

tourism industries is now getting harder and harder. So they should improve their 

working quality such as improve the infrastructures (facilities) and the public 

transportation. This will increase the number of international visitors as the 

facilities and tourism are in good condition. However, the writer had some 

weakness during the internship such as the writer has less confident when he meet 

new people because it was still adaptaiton in new workplace.
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There are two suggestions for DISPARPORABUD of Nganjuk. First, the 

staff may had another way to promote using social media because most of the 

people were search infomation from social media. Second, they may had 

improved the access to the tourism objects, because there are some places that 

have damaged path. Based on the writer experiences, DISPARPORABUD was 

recommended for the next students that want to do an internship in there, because 

the intern will have some job desks that will be useful when in the future work 

place. In addition, the staff were friendly and kind to the writer. 

Finally, the writer expects that the lessons and experiences are useful for 

him and the next internship students who will take the internship in 

DISPARPORABUD of Nganjuk.
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